GOVERNOR CONFERS 9TH CII DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Panaji: September 21, 2019

The Governor of Goa Smt Mridula Sinha conferred 9th CII Design Excellence Awards upon the winners of design competition at a function organized by the Confederation Indian Industry at Dona Paula today. The design council of India organized design competition which received huge response with 73 entries. The ten jury members selected 30 winners in various categories of individual and team etc.

The Governor speaking on the occasion said that the concept of design is universal which is essential in building infrastructure and human society as well. The designers have capacity to design development by preparing exact road map to enable development. The designers she said to work on providing provision for elders while designing a building.

The Governor said changes are bound to happen and modernization is essential but not at the cost of undermining our culture.

The Governor further speaking insisted upon a model to secure collective welfare. The stakeholders of design sector can work for this objective she opined.

Prof. Pravin Nahar, Director, National Institute of Design, while addressing at the function said design create influence in society. The Confederation of Indian Industry works to create and sustain environment conducive to the development of India partnering industry, Government and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.

Shri Deep Kapuriya, Chairman CII, National Committee was also present on the occasion.

Shri Deep Kapuriya, Chairman CII, National Committee on Design welcomed the guests.

Shri Hridayash Deshpande, Membe CII, National Committee Design proposed he vote of thanks.
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